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Summary 
Wessex Archaeology was commissioned by Mrs Rachel May to carry out an archaeological trial 
trench evaluation on land off Camps Road, Bartlow, Cambridgeshire (TL 5885 4518).  
 
In accordance with the Written Scheme of Investigation the archaeological work consisted of four 
trial trenches, one measuring 50m x 1.5m, two measuring 30m x 1.5m and one measuring 10m x 
1.5m. These trenches were located over the areas of impact for the constrruction of a new stable 
block and a field shelter. Trenches were located to examine the archaeolgoical potential of 
anomalies identified in a geophysical survey conducted by Archaeological Prospection Services 
(2007). 
  
The field work was undertaken between the 27th and 29th of July 2015.  
 
The archaeiological evaluation identified two boundary ditches and a modern brick wall. Within the 
western extent of Trench 1 the first ditch was aligned on  a north-south orientation which correlated 
with results from a geophysical survy previosuly carried out on the Site. The geophysical report 
suggested that this feature represents a droveway ditch although this could not be confirmed due 
to the absence of a second parrallel ditch. Within the eastern extent of Trench 1 made ground (was 
recorded at depths of 0.11m-0.35m below the existing ground level (60.2m aOD) and contained 
modern bricks and the remains of what appeared to be a wall. The wall was east-west aligned and 
consisted of a single course of frogged bricks bedded onto the subsoil and most likely represents 
the remains of the original house, which burnt down in the 1960’s. 
 
The second ditch, which was located within southeastern extent of Trench 2 had been disturbed by 
animal activity and was recorded on a north-south orientation. The geophysical survey suggested 
that a junction between a northeast-southwest orientated linear and an east-west linear within this 
trench would be present although niether of these features were idnetified and linear 203 did not 
correlate with the geophysical results. 
 
Trench 3 and Trench 4 contained no archaeological find or features. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Project background 
1.1.1 Wessex Archaeology has been commissioned by Mrs Rachel May, to carry out an 

archaeological trial trench evaluation on land off Camps Road, Bartlow, Cambridgeshire 
(the Site). 

1.1.2 This evaluation forms part of an archaeological assessment of the Site, which aimed at 
providing archaeological information to aid in the planning process. 

1.1.3 Planning consent has been granted for the construction of a new stable block, outdoor 
arena, store, field shelter and an access road and requires that a programme of 
archaeological work be undertaken in association with the implementation of the consent 
(Planning Application Number: S/0843/15/FL Condition 4) which states that; 

No development shall take place on the application site until the implementation of a 
programme of archaeological work has been secured in accordance with a written 
scheme of investigation which has been submitted to and approved in writing by the Local 
Planning Authority.  

(Reason - To secure the provision of archaeological excavation and the subsequent 
recording of the remains in accordance with Policy CH/2 of the adopted Local 
Development Framework 2007.) 

1.1.4 The scope of the archaeological work required has been informed by a Brief for 
Archaeological Evaluation prepared by the Historic Environment Team (HET) at 
Cambridgeshire County Council (2015) and comprises an archaeological trial trench 
evaluation.  

1.1.5 The evaluation comprised four archaeological evaluation trenches, one measuring 50m x 
1.5m, two measuring 30m x 1.5m and one measuring 10m x 1.5m. The fieldwork was 
undertaken between the 27th July 2015 and 29th of July 2015. 

2 THE SITE, LOCATION & GEOLOGY 

2.1.1 The Site currently consists of a single irregular field within Bartlow Park, bounded to the 
north and east by thick tree lines, to the south by the River Granta and to the west by the 
remaining areas of Bartlow Park. 
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2.1.2 The Bedrock in the Site area is Cretaceous sedimentary chalk of the Lewes Nodular and 
Seaford Chalk formations. Directly to the south of the Site in the ‘valley’ of the River 
Granta this bedrock is overlaid by Alluvium, Clay, Silt, Sand and Gravel.  

3 ARCHAEOLOGICAL AND HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

3.1 Introduction 
3.1.1 The Cambridgeshire Historic Environment Record (CHER) was consulted and results 

within a 1km radius around the Site are provided below. 

3.2 Archaeological Background 
3.2.1 There is a concentration of prehistoric finds within a 1km radius of the Site, dating from 

the Mesolithic through to the Late Bronze Age, primarily focused around the barrow 
cemetery to the south west. Flint tools recovered from within the 1km radius are two 
Palaeolithic hand axes, a Mesolithic tranchet axe, a Neolithic-Late Bronze Age flint 
arrowhead and a collection of other lithic implements.  

3.2.2 The Scheduled Monument of Bartlow Hills Romano British barrow cemetery lies to the 
south west of the Site at grid references TL 58619 44877 and TL 58662 44963 contains 
six barrows forming two parallel lines running north/south (NHLE Ref: 1018974). 
Investigations in the 19th century identified inhumation and cremation burials, some in 
coffins, along with a large number of grave goods. The cemetery dates from the late 1st to 
early 2nd century AD and is part of a larger funerary complex that includes a monumental 
tomb or mausoleum. A Romano-British or Anglo Saxon cemetery was found in the mid-
19th century 100m to the north east of the barrow cemetery. Further Romano-British 
inhumations and cremations where found slightly further north during an evaluation in the 
early 21st century. Possible foundations were also discovered during the evaluation 
(Beauchamp & Macaulay 2004). 

3.2.3 A Romano-British villa was identified to the south west of the Site at grid reference TL 
5870 4499 within 100 yards of the barrow cemetery (CHER Ref: 06164) during 
excavations in the 1850s. An evaluation in 2012 and 2013 uncovered further evidence of 
Romano-British settlement to the north west of the villa (Quinn & Stoakley 2012). 

3.2.4 The village of Bartlow to the west of the Site contains a number of post-medieval buildings 
and gardens, indicating that the settlement was populated throughout the post-medieval 
period. 

3.2.5 The Saffron Walden railway, which was opened in 1865 and closed in 1964, ran on an 
east/west alignment to the south of the Site. Several buildings and assets of the railway 
are recorded on the CHER, although the line itself is recorded as having been dismantled. 
A WWII ammunition dump is located to the south of the Site on the far side of the Saffron 
Walden railway. 

3.3 Previous Archaeological Works within the Area 
Geophysical Survey 

3.3.1 A magnetometer survey was conducted by Archaeological Prospection Services (2007) in 
the Bartlow area in 2006 as part of a project to understand the wider context of the Roman 
cemetery. The survey uncovered a range of evidence suspected of being related to the 
previously recorded Romano-British Villa and tumuli. Within the Site itself the survey 
identified a number of features. Two linear features are recognised, one north/south one 
east/west, believed to represent field boundaries shown on early ordnance survey maps 
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with a double ditched feature, possibly a drove way, running parallel to a north/south 
feature. The soil surveyed was found to be very differently on either side of the east/west 
feature, possibly indicating that the southern area was flooded by the River Granta and 
that the feature was a flood defence. 

3.3.2 A large, largely rectilinear enclosure is present in the centre of the field which may have 
been associated with a settlement or stock enclosure of Iron Age or Romano-British 
origin. In the north western corner of the enclosure it intercepts with the possible drove 
way and two smaller sub-circular features. A further two linear features are present in the 
northern half of the field and may represent a continuation of the enclosure to the north. 

4 AIMS 

4.1 Archaeological Evaluation 

4.1.1 The principal aim of the archaeological evaluation was to record the location, extent, date, 
nature, character and significance of archaeological remains as may exist on the Site and 
to report on the results of the evaluation so that an informed decision on their subsequent 
treatment can be made, in light of the impact of the proposed development.  

4.1.2 The principle aims of the archaeological work was: 

• to establish whether any archaeological remains of prehistoric date, principally 
Palaeolithic, Mesolithic, Neolithic and Bronze Age, are present within the Site; 

• to establish whether archaeological remains of Roman and/or Saxon date are present 
within the Site;  

• to assess whether remains of medieval and/or post medieval are located within the 
Site and to characterise them; and 

• To establish, where possible the impact caused during the development of the school 
grounds. 

 
4.1.3 The objectives of the evaluation were therefore to: 

• provide further information concerning the presence/absence, date, nature and extent 
of any buried archaeological remains and to investigate and record all archaeological 
features revealed during the evaluation; 

• to investigate and characterise geophysical anomolies within the proposed 
development area; 

• provide further information concerning the presence/absence, nature and extent of 
any alluvium, buried palaeosol or ‘B’ horizon revealed during the evaluation; 

• establish a broad phased plan of the archaeology revealed during the evaluation; 
• investigate the function of any structural remains and the activities taking place within 

and close to the Site; and 
• in the event that archaeological remains are found, to inform and provide information 

for any future mitigation for the Site in compliance with the planning condition.  
 

5 METHODOLOGY 

5.1 Introduction 

5.1.1 The evaluation and the presentation of this report was undertaken in accordance with the 
methodology set out in the WSI (Wessex Archaeology 2015) and carried out in 
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compliance with the standards outlined in the Institute for Archaeologists’ Standard and 
guidance for Archaeological Field Evaluation (CIfA 2015) and the Brief for Archaeological 
Evaluation produced by CCC (2015) 

5.2 Health and Safety 

5.2.1 Health and Safety considerations was of paramount importance in conducting all 
fieldwork.  

5.2.2 All work was carried out in accordance with the Health and Safety at Work etc. Act 1974 
and the Management of Health and Safety Regulations 1992, and all other relevant Health 
and Safety legislation, regulations and codes of practice in force at the time. 

5.2.3 Wessex Archaeology supplied a copy of their Health and Safety Policy and a Risk 
Assessment to the Client before the commencement of fieldwork. The Risk Assessment 
was read and understood by all staff attending the Site before any groundwork 
commences. 

5.3 Service Location 

5.3.1 Before excavation began the Client provided information regarding the presence of any 
below/above ground services. The Site was walked over and inspected to visually identify, 
where possible, the location of above and below ground services.  

5.3.2 All evaluation trench locations were scanned by suitably trained WA staff before and 
during excavation with a Cable Avoidance Tool (CAT) in order to verify the absence of any 
live underground services.  

5.4 Fieldwork Programme 

5.4.1 In accordance with the WSI (Wessex Archaeology 2015), the evaluation comprised the 
excavation of four evaluation trenches; one measuring 50m x 1.5m, two measuring 30m x 
1.5m and one measuring 10m x 1.85m located within areas of proposed impact as shown 
on Figure 1. This trench layout was aimed to target possible features indicated by the 
geophysical survey (APS 2006). 

5.4.2 The trenches were laid out using GPS in accordance with the pattern given in Figure 1 
and the trench locations were tied in to the Ordnance Survey. 

5.4.3 The trial trenches were excavated using a JCB excavator using a toothless bucket and 
under constant supervision by Wessex Archaeology. Topsoil and subsoil were stored 
separately on either side of each individual trench and reinstated in the correct order.  

5.4.4 All spoil excavated was scanned visually for artefacts and scanned with a metal detector. 

5.4.5 Machine excavation will proceed to a depth at which the top of archaeological levels, or 
the top of natural deposits, are exposed, whichever is the higher. 

5.4.6 With the exception of Trench 4 trenches received a secondary inspection after a minimum 
24 hours to allow for possible additional features to weather. Trench 4 was excavated to a 
depth of 1.2m and therefore required backfilling due to the presence of livestock within the 
immediate area It was however inspected by the County Archaeological Officer before 
backfilling commenced. 
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5.5 Recording 

5.5.1 All exposed archaeological deposits were recorded using Wessex Archaeology's pro 
forma recording system. 

5.5.2 A complete drawn record of excavated archaeological features and deposits was 
compiled. This includes both plans and sections, drawn to appropriate scales (1:20 for 
plans, 1:10 for sections), and with reference to a site grid tied to the Ordnance Survey 
National Grid.  The Ordnance Datum (OD) height of all principal features and levels was 
calculated and plans/sections annotated with OD heights.  

5.5.3 A full photographic record was maintained using digital photography. The photographic 
record illustrates both the detail and the general context of all features and finds 
excavated and the Site as a whole. 

6 RESULTS 

6.1 Introduction 

6.1.1 This section presents the results of the archaeological evaluation. Detailed descriptions of 
the trenches are included in Appendix 1. 

6.2 Stratigraphic sequence 

6.2.1 The stratigraphic sequence identified within the trenches varied across the site. Within 
Trench 1 and sealed by topsoil (101) within in the eastern extent of the trench, a layer of 
made ground was present which consisted largely of modern broken brick fragments 
(102) surrounding the remains of a wall (107). Within the western extent of the trench the 
stratigraphic sequence comprised chalk natural (104) with abundant flint inclusions, 
overlain by grey brown silty subsoil (103) sealed by dark brown silty clay topsoil (101). 
This deposit model was also recorded within Trench 2 (201, and Trench 3 (Appendix 1). 

6.2.2 Within Trench 4, the most southern trench and closest to the river, mid-yellow brown silty 
clay alluvium (402) was sealed by the topsoil (401). Natural geology was not identified as 
the trench depth had exceeded safe working limits. 

6.3 Archaeological Results 

6.3.1 Within Trench 1 (Plates 1-4) north-south orientated ditch 105 measured 0.9m wide and 
0.23m deep and with concave sides and base it contained a single fill 106 and extended 
beyond the limit of excavation (Figure 2). Identified within the geophysical survey this 
feature was interpreted as part of a north-south orientated field boundary. No finds were 
recovered from the fill and so provenance could be determined. Within the eastern extent 
of Trench 1 made ground (102) was recorded at depths of 0.11m-0.35m below the 
existing ground level (60.2m aOD) and contained modern bricks and the remains of what 
appeared to be a wall. Wall (107) comprised an east-west aligned single course of 
frogged bricks bedded onto the subsoil (103) within made ground (102) formed from what  
may be the debris from the remains of the original house, which burnt down in the 1960’s. 
The wall and made ground was beyond the limits of the 2007 geophysical survey (see 
3.3.1 above). 

6.3.2 Within Trench 2 (Plates 5-7) a northwest-southeast orientated ditch [204] was present 
which measured 0.61m in width with a depth of 0.29m continuing beyond the limits of 
excavation. This ditch had a stepped eastern side and a flat base (Plate 7) and contained 
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a single fill comprising light grey brown chalky silt with moderate, medium sized chalk and 
flint inclusions (205). Although having been interpreted as a field boundary (Eckardt et al 
2007:26) no finds were recovered and the feature was not dated. Historic mapping does 
not indicate a field boundary within this area suggesting that it predates early Ordnance 
Survey mapping (1st Edition; 1845). Natural chalk was identified at a level of 
approximately 58.9m aOD. 

6.3.3 No archaeological finds of features were identified within Trench 3 which exposed natural 
chalk at a level of 59.7m aOD (Plates 8-9). 

6.3.4 No archaeological finds of features were identified within Trench 4 which exposed 
alluvium at a level of 51.8m aOD  (Plates 10-11).   

7 FINDS AND ENVIRONMENTAL SAMPLES 

7.1.1 No finds were identified within any of the features recorded within the evaluation trenches. 

7.1.2 No features or deposits suitable for environmental sampling were identified during the 
archaeological evaluation.  

8 DISCUSSION 

8.1 Archaeological Narrative 

8.1.1 A consistent stratigraphic sequence was recorded across the majority of the Site 
comprising topsoil overlying subsoil and natural chalk with an average depth of 0.65m 
below the existing ground level. Within the southern extent of the Site alluvial 
encroachment from the adjacent river had sealed the natural solid chalk geology which 
would have sealed any early archaeological features, should they be present. 

8.1.2 Three features of archaeological were recorded within the northern extent of the Site. Two 
ditches on parallel north-south alignments produced no dating material so establishing a 
provenance is difficult. The ditch within Trench 1 appears to correlate with a field 
boundary/droveway ditch shown on Ordnance Survey mapping (Eckardt et al 2007: Figure 
35) and with geophysical results from the same study (2007: Figure 36a & 36B) 
suggesting a post-medieval-modern date. However as the ditch in Trench 2 does not 
appear in any of the historical maps of the Site it can be assumed that it predates the 
1840’s, the earliest example of historic mapping available. An anomaly identified on the 
geophysical survey within this trench could not be identified in the evaluation.  

8.1.3 The single course of brickwork within Trench 1 does not correlate with any historical 
mapping. Within the eastern extent of the trench the subsoil was sealed by a layer of 
made ground resulting from modern building debris (102) which was edged/bounded by 
the single course irregular wall which may suggest the construction of a flat base for a 
possible working area. 

8.1.4 With regards to the geophysical survey it is clear that archaeological features have been 
identified. That said there are occasions where features were suggested and not present 
and where features were present and not suggested. The geophysical survey results on 
this site should be treated with caution. 
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8.2 Conclusion 

8.2.1 The evaluation has been successful in fulfilling the primary aims and objectives of the WSI 
(WA 2015) and Brief (Cambridgeshire County Council 2015). Natural geological horizons 
have been shown to survive intact, largely on the periphery of the Site, at a depth of 
approximately 0.5m-0.8m below the existing ground level. Within the northern area of the 
Site archaeological remains are limited to two undated north-south orientated ditches and 
an east-west orientated brick wall. Within the southern extent of the Site alluvial deposits 
were exposed to a depth of c.1.2m below the existing ground level where excavation 
ceased. 

8.2.2 This evaluation has therefore assessed the archaeological potential of land proposed for 
development. The results from this work will be used to aid and inform the Archaeological 
Officer (LCC) of any further archaeological mitigation measures that may be necessary in 
connection with the development proposals. 

8.3 STORAGE AND CURATION 
8.4 Museum 
8.4.1 It is recommended that the project archive resulting from the evaluation be deposited with 

Cambridgeshire County Council’s Historic Environment Team (CHET) under the CHER 
Event Number ECB 4521. Deposition of any finds with a museum will only be carried out 
with the full agreement of the landowner.  

8.5 Preparation of Archive 
8.5.1 The complete site archive, which will include paper records, photographic records, 

graphics, artefacts, and digital data, will be prepared following the standard conditions for 
the acceptance of excavated archaeological material by an appropriate museum, and in 
general following nationally recommended guidelines (SMA 1995; IfA 2013; Brown 2011; 
ADS 2013). All archive elements will be marked with the Site code, and a full index will be 
prepared. 

8.5.2 The physical archive comprises the following: 

• 1 files/document cases of paper records & A3/A4 graphics 

8.5.3 An OASIS form will be completed at http://ads.ahds.ac.uk/projects/oasis for inclusion in 
the ADS database (Appendix 2). This will include an electronic copy of this report in PDF 
format which will be accessible six months after deposition. 

8.6 Discard Policy 
8.6.1 Wessex Archaeology follows the guidelines set out in Selection, Retention and Dispersal 

(Society of Museum Archaeologists 1993), which allows for the discard of selected 
artefact and ecofact categories which are not considered to warrant any future analysis. In 
this instance, the quantity of finds recovered is very small, but as little stratified 
archaeological evidence has as yet been recovered from the area, then it is 
recommended that these finds are retained for long-term curation.  

8.6.2 The discard of environmental remains and samples follows nationally recommended 
guidelines (SMA 1993; 1995; Historic England 2015). 
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8.7 Security Copy 
8.7.1 In line with current best practice (e.g. Brown 2011), on completion of the project a security 

copy of the written records will be prepared, in the form of a digital PDF/A file. PDF/A is an 
ISO-standardised version of the Portable Document Format (PDF) designed for the digital 
preservation of electronic documents through omission of features ill-suited to long-term 
archiving. 

8.8 Copyright 
8.8.1 This report, and the archive generally, may contain material that is non-Wessex 

Archaeology copyright (e.g. Ordnance Survey, British Geological Survey, Crown 
Copyright), or the intellectual property of third parties, which we are able to provide for 
limited reproduction under the terms of our own copyright licences, but for which copyright 
itself is non-transferrable by Wessex Archaeology. Users remain bound by the conditions 
of the Copyright, Designs and Patents Act 1988 with regard to multiple copying and 
electronic dissemination of the report. 

8.8.2 Wessex Archaeology retains full copyright of any report under the Copyright, Designs and 
Patents Act 1988 with all rights reserved; excepting that it hereby provides an exclusive 
licence to the Client for the use of the report by the Client in all matters directly relating to 
the project as described in the specification. Any document produced to meet planning 
requirements can be copied for planning purposes by the Local Planning Authority. 

8.8.3 Wessex Archaeology will assign copyright to the Client upon written request but retains 
the right to be identified as the author of all project documentation and reports as defined 
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10 APPENDIX 1: TRENCH TABLES  

Trench 
01 

Dimensions : 50m x 1.5m x 0.75m Ground 
surface 
level: 

59.993m 
aOD 

Centre line 
Coordinates 
(NGR): 

558888.56, 254197.97 
558841.86, 245179.91 

Context 
No. 

Category Description Depth  

101 Topsoil 
Dark grey brown clay loam with rare sub angular and 
flint inlcusions 0-0.11m 

bgl Strat: Seals 102 

102 Made-ground 
Made ground, modern bricks with dark grey clay loam 
and rooting. East hlf of trench only. 0.11-

0.36m bgl Strat: sealed by 101, seals 103 

103 Subsoil 
Light grey brown silt with moderate chlk inclusions and 
heavy rooting. 0.36-

0.68m bgl Strat: sealed by 102, seals 103 

104 Natural Weathered chalk with abundant flint inclusions 0.68m+bgl Strat: cut by 105 

105 Ditch 

Cut of N-S running ditch with concave sides and base. 
Measures 0.9m wide 1.5m+ long and 0.23m deep. 
Single secondary fill 106. 

0.23m 
deep 

Strat:cuts 104 and sealed by 106 

106 Secondary Fill 

Fill of 105. Light yellow brown sitly clay with abundant 
small andular chalk and common rounded flint 
inclusions 

0.23m 
thick 

Strat:seals 105 

107 wall 
N-S running wall 1 course thick, edge of mageground 
layer laid directly ontop of subsoil. 0.25m 

thick Strat:seals 103, sealed by101 
Comments:  
 

Trench 
02 

Dimensions : 29.78m x 1.5m x 0.52m Ground 
surface 
level: 

58.904m 
aOD 

Centre line 
Coordinates 
(NGR): 

558924.90, 245169.49 
558946.69, 245149.17 

Context 
No. 

Category Description Depth  

201 Topsoil 
Dark grey brown clay loam with rare flint and very rare 
CBM inclusions with heavy rooting. 0-0.26m 

bgl Strat: Seals 202 

202 Subsoil 
Light grey brown silty clay with occasional small flint 
inclusions. 0.26-

0.37m bgl Strat: sealed by 201, seals 203 

203 Natural Weathered chalk with abundant flint inclusions 0.37m+ 
bgl Strat: sealed by 202, seals 207 

204 Ditch 
N-S running ditch 0.61m wide, 1.7m+ long and 0.29m 
deep with single secondary fill 0.29m 

deep Strat: sealed by 205, cuts 203 
205 Secondary Fill Fill of ditch 204, light grey brown chalky silt with 0.29m 
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moderate, medium sixed chalk and flint inclusions thick 
Strat:seals 204 

Comments:  
 

Trench 
03 

Dimensions : 29.43m x 1.5m x 0.52m Ground 
surface 
level: 

59.954m 
aOD 

Centre line 
Coordinates 
(NGR): 

558969.08, 245162.74 
558991.06, 245157.47 

Context 
No. 

Category Description Depth  

301 Topsoil 
Dark grey brown silty sand loam with rare flint inclusions 
and heavy rooting 0-0.27m 

bgl Strat: Seals 302 

302 Subsoil 
Light grey brown silty clay with occasional small flint 
inclusions. 0.27-

0.36m bgl Strat: sealed by 301, seals 303 

303 Natural Weathered chalk with abundand flint inclusions 0.36m+ 
bgl Strat: sealed by 302, seals 

Comments:  
 

Trench 
04 

Dimensions : 9.63m x 1.5m x 1.2m Ground 
surface 
level: 

50.79m 
aOD 

Centre line 
Coordinates 
(NGR): 

558962.70, 244972.35 
558969.56, 244965.52 

Context 
No. 

Category Description Depth  

401 Topsoil 
Dark grey brown silty clay loam with rare sub angular 
and angular flints  0-0.2m bgl 
Strat: Seals 402 

402 Alluvium Light yellow brown alluivial clay with rare rooting 0.2-1.2m 
bgl Strat: sealed by 401 

Comments: Trench shortened due to live service at southern end of Trench 
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11 APPENDIX 2: OASIS FORM  
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Plate 1: Trench 1 viewed from the northeast

Plate 2: Trench 1 southeast facing representative section

Plate 3: Southwest facing section of ditch 105

Plate 4: East facing view of wall 107 Plate 5: Trench 2 viewed from the southeast

Plate 6: Trench 2 southwest facing representative section
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Plate 7: South facing section of ditch 204 Plate 8: Trench 3 viewed from the east

Plate 9: Trench 3 south facing representative section

Plate 10: Trench 4 viewed from the southeast 

Plate 11: Trench 4 southwest facing representative section
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